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Motor Neuron Pools of Synergistic Thigh Muscles Share
Most of Their Synaptic Input
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Neural control of synergist muscles is not well understood. Presumably, each muscle in a synergistic group receives some unique neural
drive and some drive that is also shared in common with other muscles in the group. In this investigation, we sought to characterize the
strength, frequency spectrum, and force dependence of the neural drive to the human vastus lateralis and vastus medialis muscles during
the production of isometric knee extension forces at 10 and 30% of maximum voluntary effort. High-density surface electromyography
recordings were decomposed into motor unit action potentials to examine the neural drive to each muscle. Motor unit coherence analysis
was used to characterize the total neural drive to each muscle and the drive shared between muscles. Using a novel approach based on
partial coherence analysis, we were also able to study specifically the neural drive unique to each muscle (not shared). The results showed
that the majority of neural drive to the vasti muscles was a cross-muscle drive characterized by a force-dependent strength and band-
width. Muscle-specific neural drive was at low frequencies (�5 Hz) and relatively weak. Frequencies of neural drive associated with
afferent feedback (6 –12 Hz) and with descending cortical input (�20 Hz) were almost entirely shared by the two muscles, whereas
low-frequency (�5 Hz) drive comprised shared (primary) and muscle-specific (secondary) components. This study is the first to directly
investigate the extent of shared versus independent control of synergist muscles at the motor neuron level.
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Introduction
It has long been suspected that actions involving multiple mus-
cles are controlled through a simplified set of high-level com-

mands, the fingerprints of which can be observed as coordinated
activity among muscles, i.e., “muscle synergies” (for review, see
Tresch and Jarc, 2009; Bizzi and Cheung, 2013). However, there is
an important controversy as to whether such activity implies that
multiple muscles are controlled together by shared neural input
or whether it simply reflects the mechanical constraints of a given
task (Tresch and Jarc, 2009; Kutch and Valero-Cuevas, 2012;
Bizzi and Cheung, 2013). In several species, stimulation of cuta-
neous (Tresch et al., 1999), spinal (Giszter et al., 1993; Levine et
al., 2014), or cortical (Graziano et al., 2002; Overduin et al., 2012,
2014) neurons produces coordinated muscle activities, strongly
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Significance Statement

Precisely how the nervous system coordinates the activity of synergist muscles is not well understood. One possibility is that
muscles of a synergy share a common neural drive. In this study, we directly compared the relative strength of shared versus
independent neural drive to synergistically activated thigh muscles in humans. The results of this analysis support the notion that
synergistically activated muscles share most of their neural drive. Scientifically, this study addressed an important gap in our
current understanding of how neural drive is delivered to synergist muscles. We have also demonstrated the feasibility of a novel
approach to the study of muscle synergies based on partial coherence analysis of motor unit activity.
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suggesting the construction of muscle synergies by the nervous
system. However, many questions remain related to the usage of
such circuitry in humans and, in particular, the extent to which
muscles of a synergy are driven by shared versus independent
inputs. The most common methods used to characterize muscle
synergies in humans cannot assess the distribution/delivery of
neural drive to the activated muscles.

For decades, neuromuscular control signals have been inves-
tigated by examining correlated activity among motor units
(Sears and Stagg, 1976; De Luca et al., 1982; Rosenberg et al.,
1989; Farmer et al., 1993; Halliday et al., 1995), because this re-
flects their shared (and “effective”) neural drive (Farina et al.,
2014; Farina and Negro, 2015). The strategy has not generally
been applied to the analysis of groups of muscles. It has been
exceedingly rare in past studies for both within-muscle and
across-muscle motor unit correlations to be evaluated during
execution of a motor task. Even with such measurements, it is not
possible to determine the relative strength/proportion of neural
drive that is unique to a given muscle versus shared with other
simultaneously activated muscles.

In this study, we have overcome these limitations to investi-
gate a simple synergy. Specifically, we investigated two synergist
muscles of the quadriceps, the vastus lateralis and vastus medialis,
during production of two isometric knee extension forces (10
and 30% of maximum voluntary effort). To comprehensively
evaluate within-muscle and across-muscle neural drive, we used
the well established technique of motor unit coherence analysis
(Rosenberg et al., 1989; Farmer et al., 1993; Halliday et al., 1995;
Amjad et al., 1997), which describes the frequency spectrum of
neural input. We then applied a novel method based on partial
coherence analysis to separate the total neural drive to each mus-
cle into shared (cross-muscle) and unique (muscle-specific)
components and to evaluate the relative strength of each.

Our overall hypothesis was that the two vasti muscles would
be controlled primarily by a shared neural drive, with relatively
little unique drive to each muscle. This prediction was motivated
by the high degree of synchronized motor unit discharges (Mellor
and Hodges, 2005) and firing rate fluctuations (Beck et al., 2012)
across the two vasti muscles, which attain magnitudes similar to
what has been reported for within-muscle motor unit correla-
tions (De Luca et al., 2009; Beck et al., 2011).

The idea that multiple muscles can be controlled mainly
through shared input is of great importance for understanding
muscle synergies. Our study represents the first direct test (and
direct support) of this concept at the level of neural drive in
humans, for a simple task and synergy. We also present the most
comprehensive characterization of neural drive to the vasti mus-
cles to date.

Materials and Methods
All procedures were approved by the University of Medicine Göttingen
(Reference 24/1/14) and were conducted in accordance with the Decla-
ration of Helsinki. Written consent was obtained from all study partici-
pants. Ten healthy adult males (mean � SD) aged 27 � 4 years
participated in the study, all free from musculoskeletal or neurological
conditions affecting the lower extremities and all without history of lower
limb surgery.

Task
Participants were seated upright in the chair of a Biodex System 3 (Biodex
Medical Systems), which enabled stable fixation of the torso, right thigh,
and lower leg. The knee was flexed at a 90° angle, and isometric knee
extension force was exerted on a dynamometer fixed to the lower leg just

above the lateral malleolus. Knee extension forces wereabove the lateral
malleolus. Knee extension forces were quantified for each individual as a
percentage of their maximum voluntary contraction (%MVC) level, es-
tablished at the beginning of each recording session. During each record-
ing session, the participants used visual feedback of their exerted force
(displayed on a computer screen) to maintain 20 s contractions at 10 or
30% MVC. Three contractions at each force level were accomplished per
session, separated by at least 2 min and in randomized order. Each indi-
vidual participated in three sessions, resulting in a total of nine contrac-
tions per force level for each subject.

Electromyography
Surface electromyography (EMG) signals were recorded over the vastus
medialis and vastus lateralis of each subject using high-density, 64-
channel surface EMG arrays (LISiN-OT Bioelettronica). Each electrode
array consists of a 5 � 13 grid of electrodes (1 mm diameter, 8 mm
interelectrode distance), with one electrode absent from the upper right
corner. The arrays were located centrally between the proximal and distal
tendons of the muscles, with the long axis of each rectangular array
aligned with the muscle fibers (see Fig. 2). The proper positioning of the
electrodes was confirmed by moving a non-adhesive linear electrode
array over the skin during a voluntary muscle contraction, allowing the
innervation zone, tendon regions, and appropriate orientation angle to
be determined (Masuda et al., 1985; Farina et al., 2001). Signals were
amplified and recorded (2048 Hz sampling rate) using an OT Bioel-
ettronica USB2 amplifier and associated OT Biolab software (LISiN-OT
Bioelettronica). The EMG data were processed and analyzed offline using
MATLAB (MathWorks). Before decomposition, the 64 monopolar EMG
channels (referenced at the knee) were re-referenced offline to form 59
bipolar channels (i.e., using the difference between adjacent electrodes in
the direction of the muscle fibers).

Motor unit decomposition
EMG signals were decomposed into single motor unit activity using an
automatic blind source separation algorithm that has undergone exten-
sive validation (Holobar and Zazula, 2004, 2007; Farina et al., 2008,
2009). The algorithm reconstructs signals as outputs of a convolutive
mixing model. In this model, spike trains represent the motor unit activ-
ity, whereas the motor unit action potential (MUAP) shapes are treated
as mixing coefficients. The model can account for arbitrary differences in
MUAP shapes observed from different EMG channels (for review, see
Holobar and Farina, 2014). The method is fundamentally different
from common template-matching procedures, which are typically
used for decomposing multiunit signals recorded from a single spatial
location.

Because the decomposition algorithm is automatic, each output spike
train must be evaluated for quality before use. Only units whose firing
rates were stable over the entire contraction (no pauses �500 ms) were
used in additional analysis. Also, motor units were discarded if the coef-
ficient of variation of their interspike intervals was �30%, because this
would indicate a high number of erroneously classified or missed action
potentials (Holobar et al., 2014). Mean discharge rates were required to
fall between 5 and 30 Hz (Enoka and Fuglevand, 2001). Additionally, a
signal-based performance metric called pulse/noise ratio (PNR) was
used to test the accuracy of the decomposed units. The PNR is an
indicator of the mean square error between the true discharge pattern
of each identified unit and its estimation, in which units with PNR
�30 dB exhibit a sensitivity �90% and a false-alarm rate �2% (Ho-
lobar et al., 2014). For the present study, only motor units with a PNR
�30 dB were used.

For additional analysis, the activity of each motor unit was expressed as
a binary spike train in which each time sample (2048 Hz sampling fre-
quency) was assigned either a 0 or 1, depending on whether the particular
time sample marked the beginning of an MUAP. Trials in which fewer
than three motor units were decomposed were excluded from additional
analysis. This left a total of 80 trials for each force level, spread over nine
subjects.
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Motor unit coherence analysis
Much of the input to a motor neuron pool is distributed widely, and it
can be argued that this “shared” or “common” input is the effective
neural drive to muscles (Farina et al., 2014). Because this neural drive
entrains the activity of the motor unit population, it can be characterized
by examining correlated/synchronized activity between pairs of motor
units. For example, simultaneous (within a few milliseconds) firing be-
tween two units occurs more often than expected by chance when pre-
motor axons branch onto both motor neurons (Sears and Stagg, 1976).
On a longer timescale, motor units show concurrent fluctuations in their
firing rates, also termed “common drive” (De Luca et al., 1982). A more
complete picture can be obtained by extending correlation procedures
into the frequency domain using coherence analysis (Rosenberg et al.,
1989). This method provides the most comprehensive description of
common input (Myers et al., 2004; Negro and Farina, 2012) in use and is
especially popular because different frequencies of neural drive can be
attributed to different sources of input, for example, the stretch reflex
loop (Erimaki and Christakos, 1999, 2008; Christakos et al., 2006) or the
motor cortex (Farmer et al., 1993, 1997; Conway et al., 1995; Salenius et
al., 1997; Brown et al., 1998).

In derivation, coherence analysis is a frequency domain extension of
Pearson’s product moment correlation. The coherence calculated at a
given frequency represents the linear correlation between the two signals
at that frequency, with a value of 0 representing no correlation and a
value of 1 representing perfect correlation. For interpretation, it is im-
portant to note that coherence is primarily a measure of phase locking,
with signal power being a less important factor. This is ideal for
measuring motor unit synchronization because the power spectra of
single motor unit spike trains are not themselves very informative, as
they tend to be dominated by their mean firing rates and do not
faithfully reflect the frequency content of their neural input (Negro
and Farina, 2012).

To assess the frequency content of common synaptic input to the
motor units within each muscle, we calculated the pooled coherence
(Amjad et al., 1997) between all unique pairs of simultaneously active
motor unit spike trains. The method essentially concatenates all unique
pairs of spike trains into two long trains, which are then subjected to
coherence analysis. The mathematical details of this procedure are de-
scribed below. To characterize unique drive to each muscle, we con-
ducted a novel type of pooled partial coherence analysis. Partial
coherence evaluates synchrony between two signals after statistically re-
moving any components that are also synchronous with a third “refer-
ence” signal (Halliday et al., 1995, 1999; Rosenberg et al., 1998; Ward et
al., 2013). The remaining “residual” coherence profile has the same in-
terpretation as standard coherence. In the present case, the reference
signal was the sum of all motor unit spike trains recorded from one
muscle, repeated to reach the length of the concatenated motor unit spike
trains derived from the other muscle. Using this technique, any activity in
the reference muscle that was synchronous with the motor units of the
other muscle is removed from their coherence, leaving a pooled residual
coherence profile that reflects only the muscle-specific portion of the
neural drive. Finally, to understand the extent to which cross-muscle
neural drive reflected fluctuations in knee extension force, we calculated
the partial motor unit coherence across muscles using force as the refer-
ence signal. The residual cross-muscle motor unit coherence in this case
represents the cross-muscle drive that is uncorrelated with knee exten-
sion force. Figure 1 depicts a graphical representation of the above logic
and how each method of coherence analysis relates to a specific type of
neural drive. Figure 2 shows an example of motor unit decomposition
and subsequent coherence analysis for a single trial.

Mathematical procedures
Coherence analysis. As described previously, each signal was first divided
into consecutive time segments, 3 s in duration. The FFT was then cal-
culated for each segment using the spectrogram function in MATLAB,
specifying that time segments be non-overlapping and weighted by a
rectangular window function. For each frequency, the complex values
obtained across N time segments were used to derive the auto-spectra

and cross-spectra of the signals x and y (xx, yy, and xy, respectively) as
follows:

xx � �i�1

i�N
Xi � conj�Xi	,

yy � �i�1

i�N
Yi � conj�Yi	,

xy � �i�1

i�N
Xi � conj�Yi	,

where conj (. . . ) refers to the complex conjugate of Xi or Yi.
The magnitude squared coherence (typically referred to as “coher-

ence”) for each frequency was then calculated as follows:

CohXY � �xy� 2/(xx � yy).

Each coherence profile was then smoothed in the frequency domain
using a three-point (0.5 Hz) running median. To assess the frequency
content of the neural drive shared by both muscles, we repeated the same
procedure using all combinations of motor unit pairs recorded from
different muscles.

Partial coherence analysis. To calculate partial coherence, we first de-
rived the auto-spectra for the reference signal z as described for x and y
above. Then, the cross-spectra of signal z with signal x were calculated as
below:

xz � �i�1

i�N
Xi � conj�Zi	,

zx � �i�1

i�N
Zi � conj�Xi	.

The cross-spectra yz and zy were calculated similarly. From these, the
cross-spectra and auto-spectra between x and y accounting for signal z
were calculated as follows:

xx_z � xx � (xz � zx)/zz,

yy_z � yy � (yz � zy)/zz,

xy_z � xy � (xz � zy)/zz.

Finally, the residual coherence between x and y after accounting for signal
z can was calculated as follows:

CohXY_z � �xy_z� 2/(xx_z � yy_z).

In this study, we were interested in removing the effects of shared drive
from the total drive to a given muscle. Therefore, the signals x and y
represent the concatenated pairs of motor unit spike trains recorded
from one muscle, whereas the reference signal was formed from the summa-
tion of all individual motor unit spike trains recorded simultaneously from
the other muscle. The reference signal, as a composite spike train, will
strongly reflect the activity that is common to all units. The reference signal
was repeated to reach the length of the concatenated spike trains. In this way,
each unique pair of units from a given trial was referenced to the same signal
within the pooled partial coherence analysis.

Statistical comparisons
For each coherence profile, a 95% confidence level (CL) can be derived
(Carter, 1987; Rosenberg et al., 1989) as follows:

CL � 1 � 0.05ˆ(1/(N � 1)),

where N is the number of data segments used to calculate the coherence
profile. For residual coherence profiles, the N 
 1 in the above equation
is replaced by N 
 2. We then calculated the proportion of total trials
showing significant coherence at each frequency. Under the assumption
that no true motor unit coherence exists at a given frequency, the use of
a 95% CL will result in a false-positive rate of �5%. Therefore, a binomial
test was used to determine whether the proportion of trials showing
significant coherence exceeded the expected error rate. The test provided
a conservative evaluation of the relevant frequency content of neural
drive within and between muscles.
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To compare the strength/frequency content of neural drive between
force levels, we first converted the coherence values at each frequency to
standard Z-scores as follows:

COH_zscore � [atanh(�COH)/�(1/(2N))] � bias,

where N is the number of segments used to calculate coherence (COH),
and the bias is derived empirically as the mean COH_zscore calculated
between 250 and 500 Hz, because this frequency band should contain no
actual coherence (Baker et al., 2003). This conversion was necessary be-
fore statistical testing because it sets coherence values on an interval (and
ratio) scale and accounts for any differences in the number of units used
in each pooled coherence calculation. To test differences in coherence at
a given frequency across force levels, a randomization test on medians
was used. In this test, the median difference in coherence across condi-
tions was first calculated and then compared against a set of 10,000
median differences that had been derived after randomly shuffling the
force level designations of each paired trial (80 pairs in total). By paired
trials, we mean that the Nth 10% MVC contraction recorded for a given
subject was always compared with the Nth 30% MVC contraction for the
same subject. In the randomization test, the sign of their difference was
assigned randomly in each of the 10,000 iterations. Shuffling paired trials
controlled for any cross-subject or over-time effects that might compli-
cate the statistics. The final p value was calculated directly as the propor-
tion of shuffled median differences exceeding the original in absolute
magnitude. This test was ideal for our purposes because it makes no
assumptions concerning distribution shapes or the partitioning of vari-
ance across subjects and trials. When comparing coherence across force

levels, the test was run on every frequency that showed a significant
degree of coherence across the population (according to the binomial
test) in at least one of the conditions being compared. In this way, we
limited analysis to frequencies that were consistently present in the neu-
ral drive to the muscles.

Finally, we estimated the relative proportion of total within-muscle
motor unit coherence not explainable by shared (cross-muscle) neural
drive. To do this, we calculated the total area of significant coherence for
each coherence profile and its associated residual coherence profile. The
area of significant coherence was the summation, across all frequencies,
of COH_zscores �1.65. The ratio of significant coherence area (residual/
total) was calculated for each trial and averaged per subject. This analysis
yielded a per-subject estimate of the proportion of total common input
that was unique to each muscle.

Results
Motor unit decomposition
After exclusion of any trials in which either muscle had fewer than
three motor units decomposed for either force level, a total data-
set of 80 trials from across nine subjects was available for addi-
tional analysis. A total of nine contractions per force level were
analyzed from each of the first eight subjects, whereas eight trials
were analyzed from subject 9. Subject 10 had too few units de-
composed at the 10% MVC level to be included in additional
analysis. From the vastus lateralis recordings, the mean � SD
number of motor units decomposed was 7.5 � 2.3 for 10% MVC

Par�al coherence residual

Par�al coherence residual

-
Within-muscle 
MU coherence

Cross-muscle 
MU coherence

Within-muscle 
MU coherence

=

- =

Unique input
to vastus lateralis

Unique input
to vastus medialis

Common input
to both muscles

Vastus Lateralis
motor unit (MU) pool

Vastus Medialis
motor unit (MU) pool

Neural inputs

Total input
to vastus medialis

Total input
to vastus lateralis

Coherence measures

Interpreta�on of coherence measures

Figure 1. General methods. The motor units of the vastus lateralis and vastus medialis muscles are shown here as receiving a mixture of shared (black) and unique (yellow, red) neural command
signals. Both sources of input are assumed to be distributed widely and would therefore synchronize/entrain the activities of each targeted motor unit population. In this study, we characterized such
synchronous activity among motor units in the frequency domain using coherence analysis. The technique reveals the frequency spectrum of synchronous activity between the spike trains of
simultaneously active motor units. When coherence analysis is conducted on pairs of motor units recorded from the same muscle, the resulting spectrum describes the total common input to that
muscle. The total input includes contributions from both muscle-specific and shared (cross-muscle) sources of drive. For this reason, the blocks representing within-muscle coherence are colored with
stripes representing both the shared and unique sources of input influencing motor unit behavior. When coherence analysis is conducted using motor units recorded from different muscles, the
common input to both muscles is revealed. This input does not include muscle-specific components and is therefore represented in the diagram using a single color (black). We then used partial
coherence analysis to reveal the unique input to each muscle. The technique of calculating partial coherence involves removing any coherence between two signals that could be explained by a
common third signal. Therefore, the resulting residual coherence describes the correlation between two signals that is independent of the third signal. In this study, the method was used to remove
any components of within-muscle coherence that could be explained by activity in the other muscle. Therefore, we were able to assess the strength of unique/independent drive to each muscle and
determine the relative contribution of cross-muscle drive to the total within-muscle coherence.
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trials and 7 � 3.2 for 30% MVC trials. The mean � SD firing rates
for these units was 8.8 � 1.0 Hz at 10% MVC and 10.7 � 1.6 Hz
at 30% MVC. From the vastus medialis, an average of 7.7 � 2.8
units were decomposed at 10% MVC and 7.5 � 3.5 units at
30% MVC. The mean � SD firing rates of vastus medialis
motor units were 9 � 0.9 and 10.9 � 1.6 Hz for 10 and 30%
MVC, respectively.

Motor unit coherence within and between muscles
Figure 3, A and B, depicts the percentage of trials that showed
significant coherence at each frequency for the vastus lateralis
and vastus medials, respectively. Proportions greater than the
marked 95% CL indicate that coherence was observed more often
than expected by chance. The figures indicate which frequencies
were consistently components of the overall drive to each muscle,
for each force level. Below the x-axis of each plot are the results of
a randomization test comparing the magnitude of coherence be-
tween the two force levels. The black bars represent frequencies at
which the coherence differed significantly. For convenience of
interpretation, the p value for significance in this test was set to
0.01, which allows each bar to represent a 1 Hz bin (five frequency
samples). The overall coherence profiles are similar between both
muscles, with the main features of neural drive comprising a 1–5
Hz component, an �10 Hz component, and an �20 Hz compo-
nent, the latter two occurring only at 30% MVC. Comparing
across force levels, differences in coherence occurred at frequen-
cies �5 Hz and were particularly strong in the vastus medialis
(both �10 and �20 Hz components showing strong force
dependence).

Figure 3, C and D, depicts the percentage of trials having sig-
nificant coherence after statistically removing the common cross-
muscle signal from the total within-muscle motor unit
coherence. The resulting residual coherence reflects the unique,
“muscle-specific” drive to a given muscle. In general, only a 1–5

Hz component of muscle-specific drive appeared to exist for ei-
ther muscle. A small peak at 18 Hz was present for the vastus
medialis (30% MVC), although this was weak in terms of
strength, bandwidth, and consistency. There was no difference in
muscle-specific drive to the vastus lateralis across force levels,
whereas for the vastus medialis, there were some small differ-
ences, primarily �3 Hz.

Figure 3, E and F, shows the results of a randomization test
comparing the magnitudes of total coherence to residual
(muscle-specific) coherence at 30% MVC (top) and 10% MVC
(bottom). At 30% MVC, the muscle-specific component was sig-
nificantly smaller than the total coherence, at nearly every fre-
quency where it existed and in both muscles. The same was true
for 10% MVC.

Figure 4 depicts the percentage of trials showing significant
cross-muscle motor unit coherence. In this case, residual coher-
ences represent the remaining coherence after subtracting any
components that are correlated with force. Figure 4A shows that
the cross-muscle coherence contained essentially the same fre-
quency content as within-muscle coherence, again with frequen-
cies above �5 Hz showing significant force dependence. Figure
4B shows that the component of cross-muscle drive not corre-
lated with temporal fluctuations in force depended on the overall
force level. At 30% MVC, frequencies greater than �8 Hz form
significant components of the residual coherence, meaning that
cross-muscle drive at this force level was not translated faithfully
into force. Figure 4C shows a clear reduction in low-frequency
cross-muscle coherence after removing any components syn-
chronized with force fluctuations. At 10% MVC, essentially every
frequency �6 Hz was reduced, whereas at 30% MVC, all frequen-
cies �10 Hz were reduced. The effects �10 Hz at 30% MVC were
less consistent.

Figure 2. Recordings and data analysis. High-density surface EMG signals (64 channels) were recorded from the vastus lateralis and vastus medialis muscles of healthy participants during
production of isometric knee extension force (10 and 30% of maximum force). The EMG signals were then decomposed to reveal the firing activities of single motor units. A schematic representation
of the task and motor unit recording methodology is shown at the left. A total of 80 trials (20 s each) were recorded across nine subjects. For each trial, neural drive to the vasti muscles was
characterized using the decomposed motor unit data. First, the pooled coherence between all concurrently active pairs of single motor units was derived for each muscle. The red traces in the top and
bottom at the right show this analysis for a single trial at 30% maximum force. Motor unit coherence reveals the frequency content of neural drive to each muscle. The major component occurred
in the 1–5 Hz range for both muscles, with smaller peaks present at �10 Hz (mainly in the vastus lateralis in this trial) and just below 20 Hz. In addition, the pooled coherence of motor units recorded
from opposite muscles was calculated to derive the frequency content of cross-muscle neural drive (red trace, middle right). The profile of cross-muscle coherence appears very similar to that
observed within each muscle. The brown traces in the top and bottom at the right show a residual coherence representing the within-muscle motor unit coherence that remains after removing any
components that can be explained by cross-muscle neural drive. Therefore, the residual represents the frequency content of independent (muscle-specific) neural drive. In the trial depicted, the
greatly reduced magnitudes of the brown (residual) coherence traces compared with the red traces suggest that the majority of within-muscle motor unit coherence stems from cross-muscle drive.
The brown trace in the middle right represents a similar analysis in which the effects of knee extension force are removed from the cross-muscle motor unit coherence. The residual in this case
characterizes the frequency content of any cross-muscle drive that is uncorrelated with total knee extension force. In this trial, cross-muscle neural drive above �5 Hz (especially near 20 Hz) appears
to be uncorrelated with force, whereas lower frequencies are highly correlated with force.
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The contribution of muscle-specific drive to the total
(within-muscle) coherence
For each muscle and force level, the area of significant within-
muscle motor unit coherence was calculated before and after
removing the effects of cross-muscle drive. The residual coher-
ence represents the unique, muscle-specific drive. In Figure 5, the
ratio between the residual coherence area and the total within-
muscle coherence area is shown per subject for each muscle. The
top row shows results for 30% MVC contractions, and the bot-
tom shows results for 10% MVC contractions. The bar heights
represent the mean proportion calculated across the trials com-
pleted by each subject, and the error bars represent the SD across
repeated trials. These error bars show the approximate consis-
tency of this measure across different trials and are not intended
for statistical comparisons. The proportion of total motor unit
coherence explained by muscle-specific drive was low in all cases,
with averages �20% in the majority of subjects.

Proportion of cross-muscle coherence unrelated to force
Figure 6 shows the proportion of cross-muscle coherence re-
maining after removing any components that were synchronous
with force fluctuations over time. For both 30% MVC (top) and
10% MVC (bottom), the proportion of coherence unrelated to

force was �20% for all subjects. This implies that the cross- mus-
cle neural drive is tightly coupled with the overall force.

Discussion
In this study, we have characterized the frequency content and
force dependence of both shared (cross-muscle) and indepen-
dent (muscle-specific) neural drive to the motor units of syner-
gist muscles. Our findings lend direct neurophysiological
support to the theory that synergistically activated muscles are
controlled primarily by a shared neural drive. Our study also
represents the most comprehensive characterization of neural
drive to the vasti muscles to date.

The frequency content of neural drive to the vastus lateralis
and vastus medialis were very similar. At 10% MVC, the neural
drive to either muscle spanned frequencies up to �6 Hz, with
significant coherence �3 Hz in most trials. In general, motor unit
coherence at frequencies �5 Hz reflects common drive, i.e., con-
current fluctuations in motor unit firing rates (De Luca et al.,
1982; Myers et al., 2004). Common drive is of unknown physio-
logical origin, but the lowest frequencies (�3 Hz) are unaffected
by capsular stroke (Farmer et al., 1993) and are strengthened in
cerebellar stroke (Sauvage et al., 2006). Common drive extends to
antagonist muscle pairs if they are functionally linked (De Luca
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Figure 3. Total within-muscle motor unit coherence and muscle-specific motor unit coherence for the vasti muscles. A and B show the proportion of trials (80 total) in which significant
within-muscle motor unit coherence was observed for the vastus lateralis and vastus medialis, respectively. The red traces show results for muscle contractions held at 30% MVC, whereas the brown
traces show the results for 10% MVC. The dashed horizontal line indicates the highest proportion that could have been observed simply by chance. Below the x-axis of each plot are the results of a
randomization test comparing the coherence values observed at 10% MVC with 30% MVC. The black bars indicate frequencies at which a significant difference existed between coherence
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that did show force dependence. Muscle-specific coherence was weaker, limited primarily to frequencies �5 Hz, and was not highly dependent on force.
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and Mambrito, 1987) and may depend on task context (Mochi-
zuki et al., 2006; Laine et al., 2013, 2014) and proprioceptive input
(De Luca et al., 2009; Laine et al., 2014).

At 10% MVC, neural drive at frequencies �6 Hz was not strongly
reflected in the motor unit coherence of either muscle. When contrac-
tionforcewas increasedto30%MVC,a6–12Hzinput(peakbetween8
and10Hz)wasobserved,alongwithanewcomponent inthebetaband
(�15–35 Hz), with a peak at 20 Hz. The neural drive in the 6–12 Hz
frequency range is associated with physiological tremor and may partly
stemfromoscillationsofexcitationaroundtheIaafferent feedback loop
(Sutton and Sykes, 1967; Lippold, 1970; Hagbarth and Young, 1979;
Young and Hagbarth, 1980; Erimaki and Christakos, 1999, 2008;
Christakos et al., 2006). Higher-frequency components in the neural
drive (15–35 Hz) are most often considered to be of cortical origin
(Farmer et al., 1993, 1997; Conway et al., 1995; Salenius et al., 1997;
Brownetal.,1998). If theseassociationsaretrueforthepresentscenario,
it follows that afferent feedback and cortical drive were only strong
enough to evoke significant motor unit coherence at force levels �10%
MVC. Of course, lack of significant coherence may not indicate com-

plete absence of neural drive at high frequencies, given the variety of
factors that can limit the sensitivity of coherence measures (Negro and
Farina, 2012).

The cross-muscle motor unit coherence was nearly identical
to the within-muscle motor unit coherence, in terms of both
frequency content and force dependence. The �10 and �20 Hz
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The removal of force from cross-muscle coherence greatly reduced its magnitude at nearly every
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peaks in motor unit coherence at 30% MVC are particularly in-
teresting, because they suggest that cross-muscle drive contains
both Ia feedback and a descending cortical component. Surpris-
ingly, our partial coherence analysis showed that these higher
frequencies of coherence exclusively reflect cross-muscle drive,
because the unique drive to either muscle contained no signifi-
cant coherence above �6 Hz. It is worth noting that, if cortical
drive is essentially a cross-muscle signal, then our findings di-
rectly support a core principle of the muscle synergy theory,
namely, that cortical commands are of lower dimensionality than
the muscles controlled.

We found that force fluctuations �6 Hz were well synchro-
nized with cross-muscle drive. For both force levels, the vast ma-
jority (�80%) of cross-muscle motor unit coherence was
explainable by fluctuations in force. During visually guided force
control, low-frequency fluctuations in force reflect voluntary er-
ror corrections and involuntary common firing rate modulation
(common drive) among motor units (Sutton and Sykes, 1967;
Allum et al., 1978; De Luca et al., 1982; Miall et al., 1993; Slifkin et
al., 2000; Squeri et al., 2010). Because of the low-pass filtering
effects of muscle tissue and the rest of the leg/leg-fixation system,
force fluctuations above �5 Hz are extremely small and are neg-
ligible in terms of the overall force control (excluding the sce-
nario of pathological tremor). As expected, cross-muscle drive
�10 Hz was not well correlated with force fluctuations.

The unique neural drive to each muscle appeared to be limited
to the common drive (1–5 Hz) frequency range. In this study,
muscle-specific coherence reflects either an actual unique drive
to one muscle or a cross-muscle signal that has been obscured in
one of the two muscles, for example, as a result of noise. The 1–5
Hz drive to each vasti muscle consistently showed a muscle-
specific component. Although relatively weak, its consistency
suggests that it does represent a distinct source of 1–5 Hz drive.
Regardless of the source, the magnitude of 1–5 Hz coherence was
not strongly force dependent. That said, the relation between
coherence strength and neural drive strength may be somewhat
complex and depends on many factors, including the physical
distribution of axonal inputs, as well as the firing rates of the
motor units in relation to the frequency of shared input (Negro
and Farina, 2012).

We also observed a small component of muscle-specific drive
to the vastus medialis at 18 Hz during 30% MVC contractions.
The limited bandwidth (1 Hz) and consistency (two more trials
than expected by chance) of this input suggest that �20 Hz cross-
muscle drive was reflected poorly in the vastus lateralis, making it
appear unique to the vastus medialis. The vastus lateralis itself did
not show any muscle-specific input �6 Hz.

In terms of proportions, we found that the within-muscle
coherence attributable to muscle-specific drive was between 5
and 25% of the total within-muscle coherence, regardless of the
force level or the muscle recorded from. This ratio was generally
consistent across subjects, trials, and force levels. Although the
detectable bandwidth of cross-muscle drive was larger at higher
force levels, the global degree of within-muscle motor unit coher-
ence attributable to cross-muscle drive was fairly stable. Although
increasing force resulted in a larger bandwidth of cross-muscle
drive, the acquired high-frequency input had little influence on
force, and, as a result, the proportion of coherent activity not
correlated with force was found to be larger at 30% MVC than at
10% MVC.

Because our findings support the theory that synergistically acti-
vated muscles are controlled primarily by shared neural drive, it is
important to further discuss how this result adds to previous litera-

ture supporting the notion of muscle synergies. There is ample evi-
dence that synergies, or “motor primitives,” do have a neural origin
(for review, see Bizzi and Cheung, 2013). For example, they can be
evoked and modified through afferent feedback in spinalized frog
preparations (Tresch et al., 1999; Kargo and Giszter 2000a,b), they
can be evoked through stimulation of spinal interneurons in frogs
(Giszter et al., 1993) and mice (Levine et al., 2014), and they can be
recruited by intracortical microstimulation in rhesus monkeys (Gra-
ziano et al., 2002; Overduin et al., 2012, 2014). In the frog, spinal
interneurons involved in the organization of motor primitives have
been characterized extensively (Hart and Giszter, 2010). That said,
many questions remain unanswered, especially in the context of vol-
untary motor control in humans. For one, humans (and some
higher primates) have direct cortico-motoneuronal cells that may
have evolved specifically to free voluntary behavior from the con-
straints of spinal motor primitives (Rathelot and Strick, 2009). Of
course, these direct cortico-motoneuronal cells coexist with the
“old” corticospinal track, in which M1 cells project directly onto the
spinal interneurons, which may coordinate muscle activation (Rath-
elot and Strick, 2009). Regardless of the specific level at which motor
primitives may be prepared (spinal or cortical), it is not clear pre-
cisely how this signal is delivered to the targeted muscles. For exam-
ple, multiple muscles could show fixed ratios of activation even if
each muscle were to receive its own unique input and receive no
shared/common drive. Alternatively, motor neurons of synergist
muscles might share a low-frequency common drive originating at
the spinal level but not a higher-frequency neural drive originating
from the cortex. The precise circuitry of synergy formation is not
well understood, and our results suggest that valuable information
can be gained by approaching this problem from the motor neuron
level.

It will require additional research to fully understand how
shared versus muscle-specific drive to synergistically activated
muscles changes in relation to task context or disease. For exam-
ple, it is likely that characterization of synergistic muscle activa-
tion may yield important information about plasticity and
adaptation in the CNS after injury, for example, stroke (Gizzi et
al., 2011). In addition, the theory of coherence and partial coher-
ence contains many variations and extensions that have been
described previously (Rosenberg et al., 1989, 1998) and that may
be of particular benefit in studying coordination among larger
sets of muscles. Importantly, our results provide the first neural
support in humans for the assumption that muscles can be con-
trolled primarily through shared neural drive (Tresch and Jarc,
2009; Kutch and Valero-Cuevas, 2012; Bizzi and Cheung, 2013).
Overall, our study has expanded the current understanding of
vasti muscle activation and has introduced a new approach for
investigating neural drive to multi-muscle systems.
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